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GRAPHIC FLOWS AND MULTIPLE DISJOINTNESS

BY

JOSEPH AUSLANDER AND NELSON MARKLEY

Abstract. A graphic flow is a totally minimal flow for which the only minimal

subsets of the product flow are the graphs of the powers of the generating

homeomorphism. The POD flows of Furstenberg, Keynes, and Shapiro [5] are

examples of graphic flows. Graphic flows are in some ways analogous to ergodic

systems with minimal self-joinings [11]. Various disjointness results concerning

graphic flows and their powers are obtained, and their regular factors are de-

termined.

When one forms the cartesian product of a minimal flow with itself, a natural

question is to characterize the minimal subsets of the resulting flow. (The product

flow cannot itself be minimal, since the diagonal is a closed invariant subset.) There

are certain obvious minimal subsets, namely the graphs of the powers of the

generating homeomorphism, which are all isomorphic to the original flow. In

addition to these simply described minimal sets, the product of a flow with itself can,

in general, contain a variety of more complicated minimal sets. As the term implies,

the graphic minimal flows are essentially those for which the product flow contains

only the intrinsic minimal subsets, namely the "graphs". This is analogous with

Rudolph's idea of limiting the ergodic measures in the cartesian product of an

ergodic measure-preserving system with itself; [11]. The seemingly mild definition of

a graphic minimal flow has far-reaching consequences for minimal sets in cartesian

products with more than two factors, as well as for products of the flows obtained

by considering different powers of the homeomorphism.

The POD flows, defined by Furstenberg, Keynes and Shapiro [5], are examples of

graphic minimal flows. The graphic minimal flows are themselves a subclass of the

regular minimal flows, [1]. In these flows, the minimal subsets of the cartesian

product are graphs of equivariant maps. Thus the automorphism group of the flow is

a useful algebraic tool in the study of graphic minimal flows. Another is the Ellis

group of a minimal flow. This group is important since any flow proximally

equivalent to a graphic minimal flow is also graphic, and two proximally equivalent

minimal flows also have the same Ellis groups.

The paper is in four sections. In the first section we review basic dynamical

notions. In §2 we define graphic minimal flows, and develop their basic properties.

§3 is devoted to disjointness properties. Our major result is that graphic minimal

flows satisfy a "multiple disjointness" property (positive topological minimal self-

joinings). The final section deals with factors of products of powers of graphics.
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1. Preliminaries. In this paper a flow will be a pair (A", T) where A" is a compact

Hausdorff space, and T is a homeomorphism of X onto X. We will usually but not

always assume that A" is a metric space. We sometimes suppress the homeomorphism

T notationally, and just denote a flow by X. General references for the preliminary

dynamical notions discussed in this section are [6] and [4]. (The latter should be used

with care, since transformations are written on the right there.)

The trivial flow is the identity homeomorphism on the one-point space; in this

case we write X = 1.

If (Xi,TA (ie/) is a collection of flows, the product flow n,-(A*,., Tf) or

(n/ArJ.,n,-7)) is the flow on the product space Y[iXi defined by the action of each T

on thej'th coordinate; that is, they'th coordinate of (JflfT^x) is Tj(xj).

If x g X, the orbit of x is the set O(x) = [T"(x)\n G Z}. A subset A of A" is a

minimal set if A is nonempty, closed, T-invariant (T(A) c A), and contains no

proper subsets with these properties. It is easy to see that a nonempty subset A of A*

is minimal if and only if it is the orbit closure of each of its points: A = O(x), for

all x G A. If O(x) is a minimal set, x is said to be an almost periodic point. lf(X,T)

is itself minimal, (so X = O(x) for every x G A"), then we say that (X, T) is a

minimal flow.

If (X,T) and (Y, S) axe flows, a homomorphism from A" to Y is a continuous

equivariant map tt, that is, tr(T(x)) = S(tr(x)), for all x G X. If (Y, S) is minimal, 77

is necessarily onto. If there is a homomorphism from X onto Y, we say that Y is a

factor of X and X is an extension of 7. The meaning of the terms " isomorphism" and

"automorphism" should be clear. If (A", 7") is a minimal flow we write A(X, T) or

A( X) for its group of automorphisms.

A flow (A", T) is equicontinuous if the powers of T{T"\n G Z} form an equicon-

tinuous family of maps. Every flow (X,T) has a unique maximal equicontinuous

factor—that is, there is an equicontinuous flow (Y, S) which is a factor of (A", T)

such that every equicontinuous factor of (A", T) is a factor of (Y, S) [4].

The flow (X,T) is (topologically) ergodic if the only open invariant set is X.

When X is metric this is equivalent to the existence of a point with a dense orbit

(point transitive). When the flow (A" X X, T X T) is ergodic, (X, T) is said to be

(topologically) weak mixing. A minimal flow is weak mixing if and only if its

maximal equicontinuous factor is trivial [8].

If (X, T) is a flow, the points x and y in A" are proximal if there is a sequence (nl}

such that lim T"'(x) = lim T"-(y). (Here and elsewhere in the paper, when we use

sequences in definitions and arguments we are assuming the phase space is metric.

In case the space is not metric "sequences" should be replaced by "nets".) Equiva-

lently, x andy axe proximal if the diagonal A^ c 0(x, y). We write P( X, T) or just

P for the proximal relation: P = {(x, y)\x andy axe proximal}. It is clear that P is

an invariant subset of the flow (A" X X, T X T) and that P(X, T) = P(X, T") for

n * 0.

It is also useful to relativize the proximal relation. A homomorphism tr: X -> 7 is

said to be proximal if, whenever tr(x) = tr(x'), then (x, x') g P. In this case, we say

that A" is a proximal extension of Y.
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We will need various facts about BZ, the Stone-Cech compactification of the

integers Z, and its action on flows. Detailed proofs can be found in the cited

references.

Let V: Z -» Z by V(n) = n + 1. Then V extends to a homeomorphism of BZ,

which we still write as V. Note that the orbit of 0 under V is Z, which is dense in B Z.

Hence (BZ, V) is a point transitive flow. (The space BZ is compact Hausdorff, but

is not metrizable.)

If (X, T) is any flow, and x is any point in A", then the map n -* T"(x) of Z to X

can be extended to a homomorphism of (BZ, V) to (X, T), which we denote by

p -* px (p G BZ). The image of BZ under this homomorphism is precisely O(x), so

p -» px is onto if and only if the orbit x is dense in X (x is a transitive point). When

(X,T) = (BZ,V) and x = q g /?Z, the map p ^ pq defines an associative multipli-

cation on /JZ. Thus BZ has a semigroup structure, in which multiplication is

continuous in the first argument. That is, if (pf) is a net in BZ with pi -* /? and

r7 G BZ, then ptq -* /?c7. In general, multiplication does not have any other continu-

ity properties. Moreover, if (A", T) is a flow and xel, the map x ^ px (p cz BZ)

is not continuous.

Since /JZ is a compact Hausdorff space, (BZ,V) has minimal subsets, which

coincide with the minimal left ideals (nonempty subsets M such that pM cz M, for

p G BZ) of the semigroup /JZ. All of the minimal subsets of BZ are isomorphic.

Moreover, they are universal minimal flows. Specifically, if (A", T) is a minimal flow,

then for any x G X the restriction of the map p ^> px to a minimal set M in BZ

defines a homomorphism of M onto X. Thus every minimal flow is a factor of

(M, V).
If M is a minimal left ideal then M contains idempotents (elements u with

u2 = u). If (A", T) is a flow, then x e A" is an almost periodic point if and only if

ux = x, for some idempotent u g M, and the points jc and _y of A" are proximal if

and only if there is a minimal left ideal M' of BZ such that /?'* =/»'>' for all

p' G A/'.

2. Graphic minimal flows. If (X, T) is a minimal flow and n G Z, the graph of T"

in the subset of A" X A" defined by Tn = {(x, T"(x))\x g A"}. Obviously, T„ is a

minimal subset of the product flow (X X X,T X T) (in fact Tn is isomorphic with

A"). The minimal flow (A", T) is called graphic if (A", T) is totally minimal (i.e.

(X,T") is minimal for all n # 0) and the only minimal subsets of A" X A" are the

graphs r„. Equivalently, a totally minimal flow (X,T) is graphic if every almost

periodic point of A" X A" is of the form (x, T"(x)) for some x g A", « g Z. It follows

that the almost periodic points of the n-fold cartesian product flow (X X ■ ■ ■ X X,

TX •••XT) axe all of the form (x, Tk*(x),...,Tk»(x)), for some x g A",

*2,...,*„eZ.

A useful characterization of graphic minimal flows is given by the following

proposition. We omit the straightforward proof.

Proposition 1. A totally minimal flow (X,T) is graphic if and only if, for all

x, v G X, there is an integer n such that (T"(x), y) G P.
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If (X,T) is graphic, then it is weakly mixing. In fact, if all almost periodic points

of A" X A" are of the form (x, Tk(x)) (x g X, k g Z), then any equicontinuous

factor (Y, S) must be finite. For, if y, y' cz Y, then (y, y') is an almost periodic

point of Y X Y [4]. Let (x, x') he an almost periodic point of A" X A' such that x and

x' map onto y andy', respectively. Then x' = Tk(x), soy' = Sk(y), and Y consists

of a single orbit. Now an infinite minimal flow must be uncountable, so Y is finite. If

in addition (X,T) is totally minimal, then (Y,S) is totally minimal, so Y is a

singleton.

This argument also shows that a nontrivial equicontinuous minimal flow cannot

be graphic.

In this connection, note that a weakly mixing flow is always totally minimal (since

a nontotally minimal flow obviously has a nontrivial finite equicontinuous factor).

Therefore, in the definition of graphic minimal flow we can replace "totally

minimal" by "weakly mixing." That is, a minimal flow (X, T) is graphic if and only

if it is weakly mixing and the only almost periodic points in the product flow are the

trivial ones (x, T"(x)) (x G X, n g Z).

If a minimal flow possesses the second property in the definition of graphic but is

not necessarily totally minimal, then the next result shows that there is a canonically

defined graphic subflow.

Theorem 2. Let (X,T) be a minimal flow and suppose the only almost periodic

points of(XxX,TxT) are of the form (x, Tk(x)) (x G A", k g Z). Then there is a

unique positive integer m such that if X0 = cl{Tkm(x0)\k G Z}, then (X0, Tm) is

graphic.

Proof. The preceding discussion shows that the maximal equicontinuous factor

(Y, S) of (X, T) must be finite. Let m he the cardinality of Y, tr: X -> Y, xQ g X,

y0 = <x0),yk = Sk(y0)(k = 0,1,...,m - 1), so Y = {y0,...,ym_x}.Thenif X0 =

cl{Tkm(x0)\k G Z}, Ao = tT-\y0), X = X0 U T(X0) U • • • U Tm-\X0), and this

union is disjoint. We show (A"0, Tm) is graphic. If (A"0, Tm) is not totally minimal it

has a nontrivial equicontinuous factor (Y0, S0). In this case, it is easy to construct an

equicontinuous factor (A", T) of cardinality greater than m, which is a contradiction.

Now suppose x, x' g X0, with (x, x') an almost periodic point of (X0 X X0, Tm X

Tm). Then (x, x') is an almost periodic point of(XxX,TX T), so x' = Tr(x) for

some r G Z. But Tr(Xo) = X0 if and only if r is a multiple of m, so x' = TJm(x0),

for somey, and (A"0, Tm) is graphic.

Finally, we show that the positive integer m is unique. For / g Z write Ot(x) for

the orbit of x under T1. If (Oi(x0), T1) is totally minimal, then / must be a multiple

of m. If not, then tr(Oi(x0)) is not a singleton and some orbit of (Y, S1) is a

nontrivial finite factor of (Ot(x0), Tl). Therefore, if / > 0, I = jm, where j > 0.

Since (X0,Tm) is totally minimal, O,(x0) = OJm(x0) = Om(x0) = X0. Now

(A"0, T1) = (X0, TJm) cannot be graphic if j > 1, since (x0, Tm(x0)) is an almost

periodic point of (A"0 X A"0, T' X T'). This completes the proof.
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Theorem 3. (i) Let (X,T) be a graphic minimal flow, and let (Y,S) be a minimal

flow which is a factor of (X, T), tr: (X, T) -» (Y, S). Then Y is trivial or tr is proximal.

(ii) Let tr: (X, T) -» (Y, S) be a proximal homomorphism of minimal flows. Then

(X,T) is graphic if and only if(Y,S) is graphic.

Proof, (i) Suppose w is not proximal. Then there are x, x' cz X, with x # x',

it(x) = tr(x') and (x, x') is an almost periodic point of (X X X, T X T). Since

(A", T) is graphic, x' = Tm(x) for some m * 0. So tt(Tm(x)) = tr(x), and (Y, S) is

finite. Since (A", T) is totally minimal, tr(z) = tr(x) for all z G A", so Y is trivial.

(ii) Suppose (X,T) is graphic. Let (y, y') be an almost periodic point of

(fx Y,S X S). Then there is an almost periodic point (jc, x') of (X X X,TX T)

with tr(x) = y, tt(x') = y'. Since (A", T) is graphic, x' = Tk(x), for some k, and so

y' = Sk(y). Since total minimality is always preserved under homomorphisms, it

follows that (Y, S) is graphic.

Suppose (Y, S) is graphic and (X,T) is not totally minimal. Then there is a

nonzero integer k such that (A", Tk) is not minimal. Since (X, Tk) is pointwise

almost periodic, there are distinct Tk minimal subsets A"0 and A", of X. Then

tr(X0) = tr(Xx) = 7, because (Y, S) is totally minimal. Let y g Y. There exist

x0 g X0 and xx g Xx such that tr(xQ) = tr(xx) = y. Now points on distinct minimal

sets are never proximal, so x0 and xx axe not proximal (recall that P(X, T) =

P(X, Tk)). This contradicts the assumption that the homomorphism tr is proximal.

If (x, x') is an almost periodic point of T X T, then (y, y') is an almost periodic

point of SX S where v = w(x), y' = tr(x'). Then y' = Sk(y), for some k, and it

follows that tr(Tkx) = tr(x'). Now (Tk(x), x') is almost periodic, and tr is proximal,

so x' = Tk(x). This proves that (A", T) is graphic.

Note that the above proof shows that total minimality is always preserved under

proximal extensions.

We say that the minimal flows (X,T) and (Y, S) axe proximally equivalent if they

have a common proximal extension. (It is easy to see that this property is indeed an

equivalence relation.) We also say that (X,T) and (Y, S) are in the same proximal

class. The previous theorem shows that the property of being graphic depends only

on the proximal class of the flow, and that graphic flows are "proximally prime"—the

only factor of a graphic flow in a different proximal class is the trivial flow.

A minimal flow (A", T) is regular if, whenever x, x' G X with (x, x') an almost

periodic point of A" X A", there is an automorphism <j> of X such that <j>(x) = x'.

Clearly, a graphic minimal flow is regular. A number of alternate characterizations

of regular minimal flows are given in [1].

If (X,T) is regular and totally minimal, then (X,T") is regular, for n # 0, since

(x, x') is almost periodic for (A" X X, T" X T") if and only if it is almost periodic

for (X X X, T X T). (In particular, if (A", T) is graphic, then (X, T") is regular for

n * 0.)

Suppose (X, T) and (Y, S) axe minimal flows and 77: X -» Y is a homomorphism.

If <j) G A(X, T) and \p g A(Y, S) axe such that tr<j> = xptr, we write xp = 7r(cf>). Then #

is a homomorphism of a subgroup Am of A(X, T) to a subgroup of A(Y, S). If tr is
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proximal, then tf is injective. (For if tf(<px) = tf(<j>2), then tr(<hx(x)) = ir(<j>2(x)),

x cz X and (cpx(x), 4>2(x)) is both in P and almost periodic for T X T, so <f>x(x) =

e/>2(x) and <f>x = cf>2.)

If X is regular and \p G A(Y, S), then, for y cz Y, (y, 4>(y)) is an almost periodic

point of Y X Y, and there is an almost periodic point (x, x') for T X T with

tr(x) = y and tt(x') = ^(y)- By regularity of X, there is a <£ g A(X, T) with

x' = <Kx) and it follows that *p = tf(<$>). Therefore, tf(A„) = A(Y, S). Similarly, if Y

is regular and § G A(X, T), there is a \p cz A(Y, S) such that 7r(eJ>) = \p; in this case

An = A(X,T).
Therefore, if both X and Y axe regular, A^ = A(X,T) and tr is a homomorphism

of A(X, T) onto ,4(7, S). In this context tf is an isomorphism if and only if tr is

proximal. For if 77 is proximal, then tf is one-to-one by the above discussion. If 7r is

not proximal, then there is an almost periodic point (x, x') on^Xl with x # x'

and tr(x) = tr(x'). By regularity of X, x' = 4>(x), for some <f> cz A(X,T) and

7r(c|>) = id|y. Thus 4> is a nontrivial element in the kernel of tf, and ■ff is not an

isomorphism.

If (X, T) is graphic, then as we noted earlier (X T") is regular for n # 0, and

A(X, T") = Z (7is a generator).

This discussion immediately implies

Theorem 4. Let (X,T) be graphic, let n i= 0, and let (7, S) be a regular factor of

(X,Tn). Then there is a a G A(Y, S) such that (Y,a) is a factor of (X,T) and

a" = S; that is, S is also a power of a graphic homeomorphism.

This theorem will be generalized later.

The following result will be used in §4.

Theorem 5. Let (X, T) and (7, S) be minimal flows with (X, T) regular, and let

tr: X —> 7 be a homomorphism. Then (7, S) is regular if and only if, whenever

a cz A(X, T), andx, x' cz Xwith tr(x) = tr(x'), then tr(a(x)) = tr(a(x')).

Proof. If 7 is regular, a cz A(X, T), and B = tf(a), then 7r(a(x)) = B(tr(x)) =

B(tr(x')) = 7r(a(x'))- Conversely, if the condition holds, then there is a well-defined

map a -» tf(a) from A(X, T) to ,4(7, S) determined by 7r(a)(7r(x)) = 7r(a(x)). It

follows easily that (7, S) is regular.

Furstenberg, Keynes, and Shapiro [5] defined a flow (AT, J) to be POD ("prox-

imal orbit dense") if it is totally minimal, and if whenever x and y axe in X with

x * y there is an integer n * 0 such that (T"(x), y) G P. Hence by Proposition 1, a

POD flow is graphic. In order to pinpoint the relation between graphic and POD

flows, we define a relation L on X by L = {(x, y) cz X X X\ 0(x, y) c P}. The

relation L, which is obviously invariant under T X T, coincides with the syndetically

proximal relation studied by Clay [3]. The following theorem gives several alternate

characterizations of L.

Theorem 6. Let (X, T) be a minimal flow, and let K = U{/|/ a minimal left ideal

in BZ}. Then

(i) L = {(x, y)\qx = qy, for all q G K} = {(x, y)\(x, y) cz P, and Ax is the only

minimal subset ofO(x, y)};
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(ii) if(X, T) is graphic, and x, y G X, then (x, y) G L if and only if(x, y) cz P and

(T"(x), y) £ Pfor every n * 0.

Proof, (i) If (x, y) cz L, and I is a minimal left ideal in BZ, then (qx, qy)

cz 0(x, y) cz P, fox q cz I. Let I' be a minimal left ideal for which p'qx = p'qy for

p' g /'. Since I'q = I,qx = qy for all q cz I.

Suppose qx = qy for all q cz K. Obviously, (x, y) cz P. If T is a minimal subset of

0(x, y), then there is a minimal left ideal / such that (qx, qy) G T for q cz I. Since

I cz K, qx = qy and r = A x.

Suppose (x, y) cz P and A^-is the unique minimal subset of 0(x, y). If (x', y') cz

0(x, y), and V in a minimal subset of 0(x', y'), then T' cz 0(x, 7), so V = Ax

and it follows that (x', y') g P. Therefore, (x, y) cz L.

(ii) Suppose (A", T) is graphic. If x, y cz X and (x, y) £ L, then qx ± qy for gin

some minimal left ideal I of BZ. Now (cjx, cry) is an almost periodic point of A" X A",

so qx = T'(qy) for some j =£ 0; and (Tj(qy), qy) cz 0(x, y), (qy, qy)

cz 0(T~J, (x), x), so (T~j(x), x) cz P. On the other hand, if (A", T) is any minimal

flow (not necessarily graphic) and x, y g X with (T"(x), y) cz P, then T' =

{(r_"(x'),x')|x' g A"} isaminimal subset of 0(x, y). If also (x, y) cz L, then by

the second characterization of L in (i), T' = A^ and n = 0. This completes the proof.

Note that the first characterization of L in Theorem 6 implies that L is an

equivalence relation. (This was also proved by Clay in [3].) The characterization of L

in the graphic case immediately implies

Corollary 7. A graphic flow is POD if and only if L = A.

The relation L can also be used to determine whether a graphic flow has a POD

factor. In the next lemma, we write Px, Lx and PY, LYfox the P and L relations in X

and 7, respectively, R„ for the relation defined by 7r, that is, R„ = {(x, x')\tr(x) =

7r(x')}, and tf for the product homomorphism from IX I to 7 X 7 defined by

#(x, x') = (tr(x),tr(x')).

Lemma 8. Let (X, T) and (Y, S) be minimal flows, and let tr: X —> 7 be a proximal

homomorphism. Then R„ c Lx, tf~l(PY) = Px andtf~1(LY) = Lx.

Proof. For any homomorphism, tf(Px) c PY and tf(Lx) c LY. By assumption,

R„ cz Px. If (x, x') g £„ and (z, z') cz 0(x, x'), then (z, z') g /^ c Px. That is,

0(x, x') cz Px, and so (x, x') g Lx, proving that R„ c L^.

Next let (x,x')cztf~l(PY). Then there is a j>0 g 7 with S"'(7r(x)) -+ .y0,

5"'(7r(x'))^J'o for some sequence {«,}. Let (a subsequence of) 7"'(x) -» x0,

Tn'(x') -* x0. Then tt(x0) = w(x0) = j0, and (x0, x0) G P^.. Since (x0, x0)

e 0(x, x'), it follows that (x, x') g Px.

Finally, let (x, x') g tf~\LY) and <n(x) = y, tr(x') = y', then by what was just

proved (x, x') g Px. If (z, z') cz 0(x, x'), then (tr(z),tr(z'))czO(y,y') and

(tr(z), tr(z')) G PY since ( v, v') G Ly. Therefore, (z, z') cz Px, so (x, x') g L^., and

the proof is completed.
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Corollary 9 (Furstenberg, Keynes, Shapiro [5]). A POD flow is prime (has no

nontrivial factors ).

Proof. Suppose X is POD, w: X -* 7 is a homomorphism, and 7 is not the trivial

flow. Since X is graphic, Lemma 8 applies, and Rv cz Lx = Ax, so tr is an

isomorphism.

Theorem 10. Let (X,T) be a graphic minimal flow. Then X has a nontrivial POD

factor if and only if Lx is closed (in which case X/Lx is POD).

Proof. If (7, S) is a POD factor of (A", T), with tr: X -* 7, then Lx = tf-\LY)

= ■ff~1(AY) — R„, so L^ is closed. Conversely, if L^is closed, and 7 = X/Lx, then

LY= tf(Lx) = AY, so 7is POD.

We conclude this section with some comments on examples of graphic flows. In

[5], Furstenberg, Keynes, and Shapiro constructed an example of a POD (hence

graphic) minimal flow. Also, del Junco [7] has shown that an example constructed by

Chacon [2] is a POD. In the first example (X,T)is isomorphic to (X, T'1), whereas

in the second this is not the case; indeed (A", T) and (A", T'1) axe disjoint. (The

definition and properties of disjointness will be presented in the next section, and

the condition "Tdisjoint from T~l" will play a role in some of the theorems there.)

The graphic flows can also be divided into two classes by whether or not they have

a POD factor. The second author has constructed a graphic flow for which L is not

closed and hence by Theorem 10 does not have a POD factor. This is done by

applying the Furstenberg, Keynes, Shapiro construction to a triangle in the surface

of the torus instead of to an interval on the circle.

It is possible that a result of Wu [12, Proposition 2.18] can also be applied to

prove the existence of examples for which L is not closed.

3. Disjointness and powers of graphics. There are two motivations for pursuing the

theme of this section. First Furstenberg, Keynes, and Shapiro [5] proved that if a

flow (Y,S) was not an extension of a POD flow (X, T), then (7 X X, S X T) is

minimal, that is, (7, S) and (X, T) are disjoint. Keynes and Newton [9] pointed out

that for (X,T) POD (X, Tm) and (X, T") are disjoint when m * 0, n * 0, and

m =£ ±n. Then they proved that pairwise disjointness implied multiple disjointness

for POD flows. In particular, (X", T X T2 X ■ ■ ■ X T") is minimal. If the view-

point is that POD flows are a special type of graphic minimal set, then one would

like to know the extent to which these results hold for all graphic minimal sets.

The second motivation is our interest in investigating the topological analogues of

Rudolph's concept of minimal self-joinings (MSJ) for measure-preserving transfor-

mations. The second author [10] has studied the following analogues of MSJ: The

flow (X,T) has topological minimal self-joinings (TSMJ) if it is graphic and if

(A"", r>X • • • X Tu") is minimal whenever the cz, are distinct nonzero integers.

When the a, are restricted to distinct positive integers in the above definition, (X,T)

has positive topological minimal self-adjoinings (PTMSJ). (It is easy to see that these

definitions are equivalent to those given in [10].) Simultaneously del Junco and

Rudolph have been streamlining the MSJ concept. At present it is known that the
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original concept [11] holds if the defining condition can be verified for (Xk, T X

■ ■ ■ X T) with k > 1 which is now called /V-fold MSJ. In other words, it is not

necessary to verify the MSJ property for all Ta> X ■ ■ • X T"k, a, ¥= 0. Although

2-fold MSJ has many of the properties of MSJ, it is not known whether or not 2-fold

MSJ implies /c-fold. The graphic condition can be viewed as a topological analogue

of 2-fold MSJ for which it is true that 2-fold implies Ar-fold. (See remarks following

definition of graphic.) Consequently, it is very natural to ask if graphic implies either

TMSJ or PTMSJ.

As in the previous section, let M denote a fixed minimal left ideal in BZ and let u

be an idempotent in M. Then pu = p for all p cz M and G = uM is a group with

identity u. Fix u and hence G. Given a flow (X, T) and a point x0 g X such that

uXq = Xq, the Ellis group is defined by

G(A\ T, x0) = {gcz G | gx0 = x0}

which is obviously a subgroup of G. We will sometimes write G(A", x0) for

G(A", T, x0). This group will play a crucial role in our study of the disjointness

properties of graphic minimal sets. We begin by assembling the key facts about the

Ellis group which will be needed later. For completeness a few more accessible but

less well-known proofs are included.

It is quite obvious that if 7 is a minimal subset of II,(A",, Tf) and uy = y, then

G(Y,UTl,y)= f]G(Xf,Ti,yi).

If (A", T) is minimal and x, is another point in X satisfying uxx = xx, then there

exists g cz G such that xx = gx0 and

G(X,T,xx) = gG(X,T,x0)g-1.

Thus the conjugacy class of G(Ar, T, x0) is an invariant of the isomorphism class

of a minimal flow.

If (X,T) is a regular minimal flow, and x g X, then G(A", x) is a normal

subgroup of G. Hence G( X, x) is independent of the point x, and in this case we just

write G( A", T)oxG(X).

The next two lemmas establish the relationship between these groups and prox-

imal homomorphisms.

Lemma 11. Let (X, T), (Y, S) be minimal flows. Let tr: X -» 7 be a homomorphism

and let x G X, y G 7 with tr(x) = y. Then

(i)G(X,x)czG(Y,y),

(ii) tr is a proximal homomorphism if and only ifG(X,x)= G(7, y).

Proof. [6, Chapter I, 4.1].

Lemma 12. Let (X, T) and (7, S) be minimal flows, let x cz X, y cz 7 with ux = x,

uy = y. Then G( X, x) c G(7, v) if and only if there is a minimal flow (X',T') such

that X' is a proximal extension of X, and 7 is a factor of X'.
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Proof. If A" is as in the statement of the lemma, then G(A", x) = G(X', x') cz

G(7, y) by the previous lemma. Suppose G(X, x) cz G(Y, y) and let A" be the orbit

closure of (x, y) in (XX Y,TX S). Let trx: X' -> X and tr2: X' -> 7 be the

restrictions of the projection maps. Since G(X',(x, y))= G(X, x) C\G(Y, y) =

G( X, x), trx is proximal by the previous lemma.

There is also a useful compact Tx topology on G called the r-topology. (Consult [4]

or [6] for its definition and properties.) The groups G( X, T, x0) are always t closed.

The relationship between the relative Stone-Cech topology on M and the r-topology

on G is the following: If {a,} is a net in G which converges in M to p, then a, is

convergent in the T-topology and its T-limit is up.

Two minimal flows (A", T) and (7, S) are disjoint if (A" X 7, T X S) is minimal.

The following lemma is well known, but a reference is not readily available, so we

include a proof. (For a more general result, see [4, Proposition 18.7].)

Lemma 13. Let (X, T) and(Y, S) be minimal flows. Let x G X,y G 7 with ux = x,

uy = y. Let A = G( X, x) and B = G(Y, y). Then X and 7 are disjoint if and only if

AB = G.

Proof. Suppose AB = G. If g g G, g = aB, for some a cz A, B cz B, so (x, gy) =

(ax, aBy) = (ax, ay) = a(x, y) cz Q(x, y). Therefore, (jt)XGyc Q(x, y), so

{x} X Y cz 0(x, y) (since Gy = 7). It follows that X X 7 = 0(x, y) and so X

and 7 are disjoint. Conversely, suppose X and 7 are disjoint, and let g G G. Select

h cz G such that hg(x, y) = (x, gy). Then hgx = x, so a = hg G A, and ay = /igy =

gv, so a~lg cz B. Therefore, g = a(a~1g) cz AB.

Lemma 14. Let (X, T) be a minimal flow, let x g X, and let A = G( X, x). Let B be

a r-closed subgroup of G. Suppose there is a B cz B, and an automorphism <p of X for

which the flow (X, <#>) is minimal and Bx = <t>(x). Then BA = G.

Proof. Let g cz G. Since (A", <j>) is minimal, there is a sequence {«,} such that

4>"'(x) -> gx. Now/?"'x = <j>"'(x), soB">x -> gx. If/?"- -> q cz M, then/?"' -^ uq = y

[6, IX, Lemma 1.5] and y G B, since B is T-closed. Now gx = gx, so yx = uqx = ugx

= gx. Hence, y'lgx = x and y~lg cz A. Hence, g = y_1g g BA.

Theorem 15. Let (X,T) be a graphic minimal flow, let A = G(X,Tm, x) for some

m =£ 0, and let B be a r-closed subgroup of G. Then BA = G if and only if B is not

contained in A.

Proof. Obviously BA = G implies B cL A. Let B cz B\A. Then (Bx, x) is an

almost periodic point of (XX X,Tm X Tm) and Bx * x. Therefore, Bx = Tk(x)

for some k =£ 0, and the previous lemma applies.

Corollary 16. Let (X,T) be a graphic minimal set and let m be a nonzero integer.

Then A = G( X, Tm, x0) is a maximal r-closed normal subgroup of G.

Proof. We know A is normal because (X, Tm) is regular. If B is a proper r-closed

subgroup containing A, then BA = B #= G. Then B cz A and A = B.
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Corollary 17. Let (X, T) and (7, S) be minimal flows, with (X, T) graphic, and

let m*0. Then either (X,Tm) is disjoint from (7, S) or (X,Tm) is a factor of a

proximal extension (Y', S') of(Y, S).

Proof. Let A = G(X, Tm), B = G(Y, S). If (X, Tm) and (7, S) are not disjoint,

then BA # G, so B c A by Theorem 15. The result now follows from Lemma 12.

When (X, T) is POD, this result can be strengthened. Specifically, if (A", T) and

(7, S) are not disjoint, then without loss of generality we can assume that (7', S')

given by Corollary 17 is a minimal subset Z of (A" X 7, T X S) and the projection

tr2 of Z onto (7, S) is proximal. If (x, y) and (x1, y') cz Z with x =£ x', then because

(X, T) is POD there exists (x0, y0) cz Z and n * 0 such that (T"(x0), y0) g Z. It

follows that X X {y0} c Z and A" X 7 = Z, a contradicition. Therefore, w2 is an

isomorphism, and (7, S) is an extension of (X, T). This was proved by Furstenberg,

Keynes and Shapiro [5].

Theorem 18. Let (X, T) and (7, S) be graphic minimal flows and let m and n be

nonzero integers.

(i) The flows (X,T") and(Y, Sm) are either disjoint or proximally equivalent.

(ii) Suppose (X,T) and (7, S) are in different proximal classes. If m ¥= -n, then

(X, T") and (Y, Sm) are disjoint. If, in addition, (X, T~l) and (7, S) are in different

proximal classes, then (X,T") and(Y, Sm) are disjoint for all n, m + 0.

Proof, (i) This follows from Theorem 15 and Lemma 12, applied successively to

(X, T") and (Y,Sm).

(ii) Assume (A", T") and (7, Sm) axe not disjoint with m and n nonzero. It follows

from Theorem 15 that G(A", T", x0) = G(7, Sm, y0). Let Z be a minimal subset of

(IX Y,T" X Sm), and let trx and tr2 he the projections of Z onto X and 7. By

Lemma 11, trx and 772 are proximal homomorphisms of (Z, T" X Sm) onto (X,T")

and (7, Sm), and consequently tfx and tf2 are isomorphisms. In particular, A(Z) =

A(Z, T" X Sm) is infinite cyclic.

Let E and F be the automorphisms of (Z, T" X Sm) such that tfx(F) = T and

tf2(E) = S. It follows that E and F are generators of A(Z), Em = T" X Sm, and

F" = T" X Sm. If m # ±n, this is obviously impossible. If m = n, E = F, and

(Z, £) is a common proximal extension of both (X, T) and (Y, S) which contradicts

the hypothesis. This proves the first statement. If m = -n, E = F'1, and (Z, E) is a

proximal extension of (A", T'1) and (Y, S) which is ruled out by the additional

hypothesis of the second statement to complete the proof.

Theorem 19. Let (X, T) be a graphic flow and let m and n be nonzero integers.

Then (X,Tm) and(X,T") are disjoint whenever mi- ±n. If (X,T) and(X,T~l) are

disjoint, then (X, Tm) and(X,T") are disjoint whenever m + n.

Proof. Essentially the same proof used in the preceding theorem gives the result.

Specifically, replace 7 with X and S with T, and delete the one-sentence argument

for the case m = n.

The next theorem is the main result of this section.
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Theorem 20. Let {(A"„ Tf)}, i cz J, be a family of graphic minimal sets and for each

i G J let a(i) be a nonzero integer. If(A,, Tf{,)) and (X-, TfG">) are disjoint whenever

i # j, then FI,( A",, Tf(i)) is minimal.

Proof. First note that it suffices to establish the result for finite J and that,

without loss of generality, we can assume a(i) > 0 for all / g J. The proof proceeds

by induction starting with n = 2 which is part of the hypothesis. Assume the result

holds when the cardinality of J is k > 2 and suppose

nV,,?^)
l-l

is not minimal. We can also assume that a(l) < a(2) < • • •  < a(k + 1).

Let x = (xx,...,xk+x) g nf^i1 A, such that ux = x. So Mx = 7 is a proper

minimal subset of Uk*f A",. Denote the restriction of Ylfff Tf(,) to 7 by S. Then
fc+i

G(Y,S,x)= flGU^^x,).
; = 1

Because T\kfi( Xt, 7]-a(,)) is not minimal by assumption, it follows from Theorem 15

and the induction assumption that

f| G(A-,., T°«\ x,) c G(Xk + x, Tf[\+1\ xk+x).
; = 1

Therefore,

k

G(Y,S,x)= f|G(A'„7;a"),x,.)
; = 1

and the projection trk + x of (7, S) onto nf.^A",, TfU)) is a proximal homomor-

phism. Similarly, the projections itJtj = l,...,k, of (7, S) onto n^y(Ai, 7^a(,)) are

proximal homomorphisms.

Since both (7, S) and ni#y(A", 7]"(,)) are regular, the homomorphisms tfj axe

isomorphisms of A(Y, S) onto A(l\i^,j(X,Tf(i))). Moreover, this latter group is

precisely

{UT,"^.n(i)czz)

and is isomorphic to Zk. Let Ej denote the element of A(Y, S) such that tfk + i(Ej) =

ITjLi TS(,,J) where S(i, j) is 0 or 1 according as / i= j or i = j.

Since tfk +, is an isomorphism, it follows that

S = £«.   ...   o £«(*'.

Using projections and regularity it is easy to see that E] must be the restriction of

IX ■■■ X I xTjX I X  ■■■ X I X T$l

to 7. (Here / denotes the identity on A", for all /'.) It now follows that

a(k+l)= lZo(j)a(j)
7 = 1

which will be needed later in the proof.
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The next major step is to show that a(j) = ±1 for 1 <y < k. If o(j) = 0, then

tfj(Ej) is the identity automorphism, which is impossible because tff- is an isomor-

phism. Therefore, a(j) ¥= 0. To establish \o(j)\ < 1, we need some additional

machinery.

Let E G A(Y, S). Then £ is a homeomorphism of 7 onto itself and we can

consider the action of BZ on 7 determined by the flow (7, E) as well as by the flow

(7, 5). Since such considerations are essential, we use the notation q(E) for this

action of q cz BZ on y cz Y. (That is, if {n,} is a net in Z with nt -» q, then

q(E)y = lim £"'(.y).) Note that

Vj{q{E)y) = q{*j(E))tTj(y)

Choose w cz 7 such that u(Ej)w = w. Hence for any q G G(X, Tf, Wj),

n+i{i(Ej)w) = q{*k+i{Ej))trk+x(w)

= q[UT^trk+x(w) = trk + x(w).

Therefore, (w, q(Ej)w) cz Ps for all q cz G(Xj, Tp wf). If \a(j)\ > 1, then by Theo-

rems 18 or 19 there exists q g G(A"y, 7}, Wj)\G(Xk + x, Tf(ffwk + X). Let tr be the

projection of 7 onto Xk + X. Then tr(q(Ej)w) = q(Tf(_/l))wk + x ¥= wk + x. Since

(w, q(Ej)w) g Ps, wk + x and ir((q(EJ)w)) axe proximal for Tffx+1) and hence they

are proximal for Tk\.Jf But this is impossible because (wk+x, q(Tf<zil)wk+x) is an

almost periodic point for T$l x Tk(/f Therefore, o(j) = ± 1 for 1 < j < k.

Since a(k + 1) = T,k=xa(j)a(j) and a(l) < a(2) < • ■ ■ < a(/c + 1), there exist

at least twoy's such that a(j) = 1. By rearranging the first k coordinates we can

assume a(l) = a(2) = 1 and hence Ex ° E2 is the restriction of

Tx X T2 X  ■ ■■ X I X Tk\x

to 7.

We suppose now that k = 2. If Tx and T3 axe disjoint, then the invariance of 7

under Ex = Tx X I X T3\Y implies that Xx X {x2} X X3 c 7. Applying Sk yields

Xx X {Tkai2)x2} X X3 c 7 for all A: in Z and hence A\ X A"2 X X3 c 7, which is a

contradiction. The same argument works using E2 if T2 and T^ are disjoint. This

leaves the case when Tx, T2, and T3 axe all proximally equivalent. Because 7 is

invariant under Ex ° E2, we can find a minimal subset 7' of (A", X A"2, Tx X T2)

which is contained in the projection of 7 onto Xx X X2. Clearly, (Y',TX X T2) and

(Xx, Tx) have the same Ellis group and are proximally equivalent. By Theorem 19,

(7', Tx X T2) and (X3, T32) axe disjoint. Since Ex ° E2 = Tx X T2 X T32\ 7, 7' X X3

cz Y. Let (yx, y2) cz Y'. Applying Sk to {(yx, y2)} X X3 cz 7 yields

{(TkaWyx, Tf"my2)} X X3 c 7 for all it. Because (A\, 7\a<1)) and (A"2, Tf2)) axe

disjoint, we are again led to the contradiction Xx X X2 X X3 = 7.

Now suppose that k > 2. If Tx and T2 axe disjoint, the induction hypothesis tells

us that (Xx X X2 X Xk + X, Tx X T2 X Tk+X) is minimal, and since 7 is invariant

under   Ex° E2 = Tx X T2 X I X  ■■■ X I X Tk2+1\Y,   Xx X X2 X {(x3,... ,xk)} X

Xk + X c 7. The induction hypothesis also implies that (X3 X  ■ ■ ■ X Xk, Tfi3) X

• ■ • X T^**) is minimal, so applying powers of S we arrive at the contradiction
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Xx X A"2 X ■ ■ ■ x Xk + X cz Y. Finally, if Tx and T2 axe not disjoint, they are proxim-

ally equivalent, so as in the proof of the corresponding part of the case k = 2,

(Y',TXXT2) is proximally equivalent with (XX,TX). Hence, (Y',TX X T2) and

(Xk + X, Tk + X) axe disjoint and 7' X {x3,...,xk} X Xk+X cz 7. As before, we obtain

Xx X X2 X  - • • X Xk+X = 7, and the proof of the theorem is completed.

Corollary 21. Let {(A,, Tj)},ey be a family of graphic minimal sets and for each

i cz J let a(i) be a positive integer. If(Xf, Tf) and (Xj, Tj) are disjoint whenever i =t j,

then U,(X„ Tf(i)) is minimal.

Corollary 22. Let(X, T) be graphic.

(i) If a(i), i G J, are positive integers such that a(i) =t a(j) when i =tj, then

n,(A",, ra<,)) is minimal.

(ii) If (X, T) and (X, T'1) are disjoint and a(i), i cz J, are nonzero integers such

that a(i) =£ a(j) when i ¥=j, then n,( A,, Ta(,)) is minimal.

Corollary 23. If (X,T) is graphic, then (X,T) has positive topological minimal

self-joinings. If (X,T) is graphic and disjoint from (X,T~l), then (X,T) has

topological minimal self-joinings.

4. Factors. In this section we study the regular factors of a cartesian product of

pairwise disjoint powers of graphics. From our multiple disjointness theorem in the

preceding section we know such a product flow is minimal. The main results are that

the regular factors determine the proximal classes of all the factors and each regular

factor is itself a cartesian product of factors of the coordinate flows.

Throughout this section (Xt, Tf), i = 1,... ,n, will denote a finite number of

minimal sets. (Repeats are not automatically being ruled out.) Let k(i) he nonzero

integers and let (Z, U) be a factor of n^A,, TkU)). We say (Z, U) is a factor of

lower order if there exists a proper subset F of {1,... ,n) such that (Z, U) is a factor

ofU^F(X„Tk^).

Theorem 24. Suppose each (A,, Tj) is graphic, let k(i), i = l,...,n, be nonzero

integers such that (Xt, Tk(i)) are pairwise disjoint, and let w: Yll.ii A,, Ttk(i)) -+ (Z,U)

be a homomorphism. Then either tr is proximal or (Z,U) is a factor of lower order.

Therefore, if (Z,U) is not the trivial flow, there exists a nonempty subset F of

{!,... ,n} such that (Z, U) is a proximal factor o/n,sF(Ar,, Tk(,)).

Proof. If tr is not proximal, there exists an almost periodic point

((x'x,...,x'„),(x[',...,x'J)) such that ir(x'x,...,x'„) = ir(x'f,...,x'f) and (x'x,...,x'n)

+ (x'f,...,x'f). Since (x-, x'f) is an almost periodic point of (A, X X:, Tj X Tf),

x'f = Tjj(,)(x,') for some s(i) g Z and for at least one i, s(i) * 0. Then

"(^(1)(^)x ■■■xTf^{x'n)) = tr{x'x,...,x'n)

and tr °(T/(1) X  ■ • • X T„s(n)) = tt because n,"=1( A",., Tj*(,)) is minimal and T(m X

... X Tf{n) is one of its automorphisms. There are now two cases.
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Suppose s(i) ¥= 0, /' = l,...,n. Then njLi(.Xj, Tjj(,)) is weakly mixing and hence

ergodic. Let Vx and V2 be open sets in n?>, AT, and let S = n,"»iTji(,). Then there

exists m such that Vx Ci Sm(V2) ¥= 0. In particular, we can find v G V2 such that

Sm(v) g Vx. Since ir(i>) = w(5m(u)), tr(Vx) n w(F2) # 0 and Z must be trivial.

If some s(i) = 0, we may suppose s(i) # 0 for 1 < i < p and s(p + 1) = • • ■ =

s(«) = 0 for some p, 1 < p < « - 1. Now S = S0 X T where S0 = Uf=x T/(/) and 7

is the identity on the remaining coordinates. If we write, for z g n?_i A",, z = (x, j>)

where x g FI/li A", and.y G Y["_p+xXi, then S(x, j>) = (S0(x), y). Since S0 is weakly

mixing, an argument as in the preceding paragraph implies tr(x, y) = tr(x', y) for

all x, x' g Ylf.i Xt. It follows that (Z, (7) is a factor of nr.?+i(A',, Tj*(,)).

Corollary 25. 7/ (Aj, Tj) are graphic minimal sets such that (X„ Tk(i)), i =

l,...,n, are pairwise disjoint, then the factors of\~["_x( Aj, TkM) determine precisely 2"

distinct proximal classes.

Proof. If E and F are distinct subsets of {!,...,n), then UieE(Xi, Tk(i)) and

n,e/r( A",, Tj**0) are in different proximal classes. (The trivial flow corresponds to 0

and the identity homomorphism corresponds to {1,...,n }.)

The following corollary is also a corollary of Proposition 3.3 in Keynes and

Newton [9].

Corollary 26. Suppose each (A,, Tj) is POD and k(i), i = 1,... ,n, are nonzero

integers such that (A,, Tj*(,)) are pairwise disjoint. Then every factor of\l~"=x( A,, Tj*'0)

is isomorphic to FI, sF(Xt, Tk(,)) for some F cz {1,...,«}.

Proof. Let tr: FIJI ,(*,., Tj*(,)) -> (Z, U) be a homomorphism. By Theorem 24 it

suffices to show that tr is an isomorphism when it is proximal. If tr is proximal and

tr(xx,... ,x„) = tr(x[,... ,x'„), then it easily follows that (x,, x'f) g Lx which equals

Ax because (A";, Tf) is POD. Thus tr is one-to-one, and we are done.

Graphic minimal flows are not necessarily prime, so we cannot replace " POD" by

"graphic" in Corollary 26. However, it is reasonable to ask whether the factors of a

minimal n^A',, Tj*(/>) with (X„ Tf) graphic are of the form llJL^Z,, Uk(i)). In

fact, we show that every regular factor is of this form. Conversely, a factor of this

form must be regular because (a) factors of graphics are graphic or trivial, (b) powers

of graphics are regular, and (c) minimal subsets of products of regular minimal flows

are regular. This characterizes only the regular factors. Since graphic minimal flows

frequently have pairs of doubly aymptotic points, it is easy to construct nonregular

factors by identifying the orbits of such pairs. In order to prove the characterization

of regular factors we first prove a general theorem about regular minimal flows,

which will then be applied to graphic minimal flows.

Theorem 27. Suppose each (Xt, Tf) is regular and the product flow FIJl_i(A'/) Tf) is

minimal. If (Z,U) is a regular minimal flow and if tr: ri"_1(Ar(., Tf) -» (Z, U) is a

proximal homomorphism, then there exist regular minimal flows (Zt,Uf), i = l,...,n,

such that, for each i, (Zt,Uf) is a factor of (Xt, Tf) and (Z,U) is isomorphic to

n?_x(z,.,L/).
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Proof. Let ax = tf(Tx X I X • • • X I) and, for any y cz U"=2 A",, define trY:

Xx —> Z by trv(x) = w(x, y). Clearly, ttv is a homomorphism of (Xx, Tf) to (Z, af)

which is in general not onto. However, we can use Theorem 5 to show that its image

(try.(Xx), ax) is regular. To do this, let c> g A(Xx, Tx) and suppose try(x) = tr (x').

Then tr(x, y) = tr(x', y) and because both n,"=1(Ar(, Tf) and (Z, {/) are regular,

trY(4>(x)) = tr(<j>(x), y) = tf(<? X I)tr(x, y)

= tr(<b X I)tr(x', y) = tr(<p(x'), y) = try(<j>(x')).

Let Ry denote the equivalence relation determined by tr. The crucial step is to

show that Ry = R , for all y and y'. Note that there is also a homomorphism trx from

the minimal flow n,"=2(Ar,, Tj) to (Z, S) where 5 = a2 ° ••• ° a„ and a,,=

if (I X •••XTJX ■XI). If (x, x')Gi?v, then tr(x, y) = tr(x', y), trx(y) =

trx,(y), and trx = trx„ (Two homomorphisms defined on the same minimal flow are

equal if they agree at one point.) Now ir(x, y') = tr(x', y') for ally' and (x, x') g R y,

for all y'. It follows that R = R , for all y and y' and we let Rx denote this

equivalence relation. Similarly, there is such an equivalence relation Rt for each /,

Let (Zt, Ut) = (Xj, Tj)/Rj and note that (Z„ £/,) is regular because it is isomorphic

to the regular minimal flow (tt( A,), a,).

It remains to show that R„ = l\"=xRi, i.e. tr(xx,...,x„) = tr(x'x,...,x'n) if and

only if (x,, x'f) cz Rt for / = 1,... ,n. First suppose tr(xx,... ,xn) = tr(x'x,... ,x'n). Let

y = (x2,... ,xn) and y' = (x'2,...,x'„). Then tr (xf) = tr,(x'f), and Xj and x[ are

proximal. It follows that try(x") = tr ,(x") for some x" cz X and 77(, = w ,. Thus,

"VC-Xi) = "V(*i) and (xj, xj) G Rx. Likewise, (x,, x,') G Rs for /' = 2,... ,n. Now

suppose (x,, x,') G Rj for / = 1,...,«. Because Rj = Ry for all .y g ri^, A",,

7r(x1,...,xJ = tr(x'x,x2,...,x„) = tr(x[, x2, x,,... ,x„) = ••• = tr(x[,... ,x'„), and

the proof is complete.

Theorem 28. Suppose each (Xj, Tj) is graphic and k(i), i = 1.n, are nonzero

integers such that (A,, Tj*'0) are pairwise disjoint. Let (Z,U) be a factor of

n,"=1( Xj, Tk(n). Then (Z, U) is a regular minimal set if and only if there exist factors

(Zj,Uj) of (X,,Tj), i = l,...,n, such that (Z,U) is isomorphic to FI?=1(Z„ UfU)).

Furthermore, when (Z,U) is a regular minimal set, the following hold:

(a) The homomorphism tr is proximal if and only if none of the (Zt, t/j) is trivial.

(h) The rank of the kernel of if equals the number of i 's for which (Zt, Uj) is trivial.

Proof. The "if" part follows from remarks preceding Theorem 27. For the "only

if" part we can by Theorem 24 assume (Z,U) is a proximal factor and then apply

Theorems 27 and 4. This proves the characterization of the regular factors.

Assuming (Z, U) is regular there exists a homomorphism tr: l\"=x(X„ Tk{,)) -»

n,"_i(Z,, c7,*(0), and for each i there exists a homomorphism w,: (Xt, Tf) -» (Z„ Uf).

Because two homomorphisms from one regular minimal set to another differ by an

automorphism of the image flow, we can assume without loss of generality that

tr = trx X tr2 X   • ■ ■ X ttn.
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(a) If (Zj, Uj) is trivial, then w, and hence tr is not proximal. Suppose every (Z,, UA

is nontrivial. Then for each i, *,. is proximal and G(A"„ 7j*(0) = G(Z„L//c(0). It

follows that n;=1(X„ Tk(,)) and Tl"=1(Z„ Uk(,)) have the same Ellis group and 77 is

proximal.

(b) Suppose (Zj, Uj) is nontrivial for 1 </'</»< «. Then tr0 = trx X ■ • • X trp is

proximal and if0 is an isomorphism. Also, K = {Tf\.px+l) X ■ ■ ■ X Tf(n)\r(i) cz Z) is

clearly a subgroup of the kernel of if. Let L = {Txr(1) X ■■■ X Tpr(p)\r(i) cz Z},

which is the automorphism group of Fl/Li(Xf, Tj*<0) and set Wq = trp + x X ■ ■ ■ X trn.

Since if = if0 X #0' and L X K is the automorphism group of FI"_i(A*„ Tj*(0), K is

the kernel of if, and we are done.
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